Denmark | Bora Bora research residencies for dance artists

Bora Bora Residency Centre in Århus, Denmark welcomes proposals once a year through an open call. The programme is open to professional dance artists for projects to be researched and/or developed. These opportunities are open to professional dance artists, dance ensembles or stage directors with a strong choreographic idea from all over the world.

Residents receive:

- 2-3 weeks studio time with one of the Centre's Danish co-hosts/partners.
- Travel covered for up to 4 artists/collaborators.
- Accommodation provided for up to 4 artists/collaborators.
- A fee of 875 euro per week per artist for up to 4 artists.
- Communication services as part of the Bora Bora Community with online artists database, listing in newsletter and follow up listings about future residencies, co-production and premieres in the years to come.

If required, the Centre can also provide:

- Feedback from in-house dramaturgs.
- Feedback from external mentor/outside eye.
- In-house tech support.
- Cooperation with external partners within the field of new technology, education, research and outreach.

Residents are requested to:

- Interact with the local community or audience through some sort of encounter (this can be a sharing or talk about your work, workshops etc.).
- Contribute with info on your work for the Centre's website and newsletter.
- Include the Bora Bora Residency Centre on all future publicity materials relating to the work resulting from your residency.
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**ABOUT ASEF CULTURE360**

culture360.asef.org brings Asia and Europe closer by providing information, facilitating dialogue and stimulating reflection on the arts and culture of the two regions.
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